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Poll: What do we want to see. . .in 2008?
Posted by jkratzer - 2007/01/22 09:57

_____________________________________

Yes, (spilling beans) we are planning the Sci-Fi accessories right now, so it looks like they will be here
towards the end of 2007...
YEEEEE-HAAAAAAAAA!
Thanx, Stefan.
Jim
============================================================================

Poll: What do we want to see. . .in 2008?
Posted by carmachu - 2007/01/22 11:26

_____________________________________

cant wait to see those accessories...
============================================================================

Poll: What do we want to see. . .in 2008?
Posted by lupus - 2007/01/23 06:45

_____________________________________

Mega cool!!!! Sci Fi accessories DF style!!! :)
============================================================================

Poll: What do we want to see. . .in 2008?
Posted by whitewind - 2007/01/26 16:43

_____________________________________

Happy to see any set expanded " more money than sense also. " although lately have been paying off
those mean plastic cards before the barbarians come after us.
============================================================================

Poll: What do we want to see. . .in 2008?
Posted by Charliemonster - 2007/01/28 02:43

_____________________________________

Yes, (spilling beans) we are planning the Sci-Fi accessories right now, so it looks like they will be here
towards the end of 2007...
Yaay!!!!
I would like to see some scifi pieces available as individuals, just so I don't have to be hip-deep in 4-Way
intersections just to get the layout I want :).
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I'd love to see the short passage set make a comeback (or at least be able to pick 'em up as separates).
Looking at the comments about the Dwarf Mine, cool concept, but I was thinking a mine add-on to the
cavens, with a few fixed and "portable" mining walls, wooden structures and rail sections on Cavern
Flooring a la the river set.
Some cobbled streets and asst street furniture would seem a great way to expand MBS
A Sewer Systems expansion for Master Maze would be good
Oh and you mentioned doing a version of the Ice caverns someone produced on the forum.
Don't want much do I? :D
============================================================================
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